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We consider the basic task of of end-to-end communication in dynamic networks,
that is, delivery in finite time of data items generated on-line by a sender, to a
receiver, in order and without duplication or omission.
A dynamic communication network is one in which links may repeatedly fail and
recover. In such a network, though it is impossible to establish a communication
path consisting of nonfailed links, reliable communication is possible, if there is no
cut of permanently failed links between a sender and receiver.
This paper presents the first polynomial complexity end-to-end communication
protocol in dynamic networks. In the worst case the protocol sends O Ž n2 m.
messages per data item delivered, where n and m are the number of processors
and number of links in the network respectively. The centerpiece of our solution is
the novel slide protocol, a simple and efficient method for delivering tokens across
an unreliable network. Slide is the basis for several self-stabilizing protocols and
load-balancing algorithms for dynamic networks that have subsequently appeared
in the literature.
We use our end-to-end protocol to derive a file-transfer protocol for sufficiently
large files. The bit communication complexity of this protocol is O Ž nD . bits, where
D is the size in bits of the file. This file-transfer protocol yields an O Ž n. amortized
message complexity end-to-end protocol. Q 1997 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION
A basic problem in computer networks is that of end-to-end communication, that is, the delivery in finite time of data items, generated at a
designated sender processor to a designated recei¨ er processor without
duplication, omission, or reordering of the data-items. The data items
could represent transactions of a stock exchange, files to be transferred,
interactive remote processing messages, etc. In almost all cases, the
sequence of data items is produced on-line and is not available at the
beginning of the protocol’s execution.
In a reliable network, where communication links never fail, end-to-end
communication is easily performed by establishing a fixed communication
path between the sender and the receiver, and sending all data items along
this path. However, communication networks like ARPANET wMRR80x
and DECNET wWec80x, have a dynamic topology, i.e., links may repeatedly
fail and recover, making it impossible to rely on any single communication
path.
The ‘‘classical’’ approach to the problem in dynamic networks is to
construct a new communication path every time the previous path fails,
purging any messages in transit on the old path. However, this approach is
limited since its implementations Že.g., wFin79, Gal76, AAG87, AS88,
AAM89, AGH90x. require strong assumptions regarding the allowable
patterns of link failures in the network. In some works wAAG87, AS88,
AAM89x, the assumption is that the whole network stabilizes for a period
of time long enough to allow the construction of a path and the delivery of
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at least one data item over it. Moreover, as networks become larger and
presumably topological changes occur more often, the above approach
yields protocols that might grind to a halt. However, as noted in previous
works wVis83, AE86x, the existence of an operational communication path
is not a necessary condition for communicating between two processors. A
necessary condition for communication is that even though there is never a
point in time during which there is a path of operational links between
sender and receiver, they are e¨ entually connected: there is no cut of
permanently failed links separating the sender from the receiver. Formally
this means that there exists no partition of the network into two sets, one
containing the sender and the other the receiver, such that from some time
and on, no message can be delivered from any processor in one set to any
processor in the other set.
Early papers wVis83, AE86x solving the end-to-end communication problem under the eventual connectivity condition employed ‘‘unbounded
sequence numbers,’’ implying that both the message size and the amount
of memory needed grow with the number of data items transmitted.
Therefore, the space and communication complexity of those protocols is
unbounded in terms of the size of the network. In recent years a sequence
of works gave bounded and increasingly efficient solutions to the problem.
The first bounded end-to-end communication protocol under the eventual
connectivity fairness condition wAG88x required only O Ž1. space per-link,
but had an exponential communication complexity.
This paper presents the first polynomial complexity end-to-end communication protocol in dynamic networks. In the worst case the protocol
sends O Ž n2 m. messages per data item delivered, where n and m are
respectively the total number of processors and links in the network. A
preliminary version by three of the authors wAMS89x presented an algorithm with a message complexity of O Ž n9 .. Another preliminary end-to-end
protocol by two of the authors, based on the resynchronization protocol
wAG91x for unreliable networks, constructed an end-to-end communication
protocol with an improved O Ž nm. message complexity. Though the presented algorithm is a factor of n slower than wAG91x, it is substantially
simpler and more streamlined than either of the above, and unlike them
can be used to yield an efficient file-transfer protocol. Furthermore, its key
component is the novel slide protocol which we have reason to believe will
become a popular building block for dynamic network algorithms. In fact,
a recent work wKOR95x builds upon the slide to obtain an end-to-end
communication protocol with logarithmic space complexity, and at the
same time polynomial communication complexity. In Table 1 below we
compare the performance of the various known end-to-end communication
protocols.
Slide is a simple and efficient method for delivering tokens across an
unreliable network. Like the Merlin-Schweizer deadlock avoidance algo-
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TABLE 1
Paper
wVis83, AE86x
wAG88x, Alg. 1.
wAG88x, Alg. 2.
Present work
wAG91x
wKOR95x

Communication complexity

Space complexity

unbounded: `
unbounded: `
exponential: O Ž D ? exponentialŽ n..
polynomial: O Ž n2 mD .
polynomial: O Ž nm log n q mD .
polynomial: O Ž n2 mD .

unbounded: `
constant: O Ž D .
logarithmic: O Žlog n q D .
linear: O Ž nD .
linear: O Ž n q D .
logarithmic: O Žlog n q D .

rithm wMS80x, it uses store-and-forward buffer hierarchies to control
packet flow. However, the similarity ends here: slide allows packets the
freedom to move in the network obliviously and permits deadlocks caused
by individual packets that are delayed in the network for an indefinite
periods of time. It uses the buffer hierarchy to balance the flow of packets,
so that if enough packets of a given type are put into the network by a
sender, some packets must reach the receiver processor.
We construct our first end-to-end communication protocol by combining
slide with the majority selection mechanism of wAAFq 90x. We then present
a second protocol without majority selection, which has the advantage of
being data-oblivious, i.e., the protocol does not access the data being
transmitted. This modular separation of messages into a ‘‘control bits’’ part
and a ‘‘data’’ part is standard practice in communication protocols. A
combination of key elements of the two protocols, in conjunction with the
Information Dispersal Algorithm ŽIDA. of Rabin wRab89x, allows us to
design a file-transfer protocol with O Ž nD . bit communication complexity
for files of sufficiently large size D.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The slide protocol is
presented in subsection 4.1. Section 2 introduces the dynamic network
model. Section 3 provides an informal overview of our protocols. Section 4
includes their formal statement, proof of correctness, and analysis, specifically that of the slide protocol.

2. MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
2.1. The Network Model
Consider a communication network in the form of an undirected graph
G s Ž V, E ., < V < s n, < E < s m, where the nodes are the processors and the
edges are the links of communication.
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Processors are modeled as interactive Turing machines, and run message driven programs. We do not require that they have distinct identifiers,
and in fact except for the sender and the receiver they all run the same
program. Each undirected link consists of two directed links, delivering
messages in the opposite directions. Below we describe the properties of a
directed link. We associate with each message a send e¨ ent and a recei¨ e
e¨ ent; each event has its time of occurrence according to a global time,
unknown to the nodes. We assume no two events occur exactly at the same
time. A message is said to be in transit at any time after it send event and
before its receive event.
Each link has constant capacity, in the sense that only a constant
number of messages can be in transit on a given link at a given time. For
clarity of representation we present the protocols in a model in which each
link has O Ž n. capacity ŽLemma 4.. However, the model of O Ž n. capacity
links is easily reduced to the model of constant capacity links by maintaining a buffer of O Ž n. outstanding messages for each link. This reduction
does not increase the space complexity of our protocols since their space
complexity is O Ž n. in either case. Each link delivers messages in FIFO
order, that is, the sequence of messages recei¨ ed over it is a prefix of the
sequence of messages sent over the link. Also, the communication is
asynchronous: there is no a-priori bound on message transmission delays
over the links.
A directed link is non-¨ iable if starting from some message and on it
does not deliver any message: the transmission delay of this message and
any subsequent message sent on this link is considered to be infinite Ž`..
The sequence of messages received over the link is in this case a proper
prefix of the sequence of messages sent. Otherwise, the link is ¨ iable. An
undirected link is ¨ iable if both directed links that it consists of are viable.
We say that a node ¨ is e¨ entually connected to a node u if there exists a
Žsimple. path from ¨ to u consisting entirely of undirected viable links.
Note that if there is a cut of the network, disconnecting the sender from
the receiver, such that all the directed links crossing the cut become
nonviable, then it becomes impossible to deliver messages from the sender
to the receiver.
Note that we model the undirected graph as a by-connected directed
graph. We thus assume that for each link either both its directed link or
viable, or both are nonviable. In this case, the assumption stated above of
eventual connectivity between the sender and the receiver is a necessary
minimal condition to allow communication between the sender and the
receiver. In the model of directed graphs, it could be the case that there
exists a directed viable path from the sender to the receiver Žand maybe a
different one from the receiver to the sender., yet all undirected links are
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nonviable. We do not consider in the present paper this Žmore difficult.
model, and are dealing only with undirected graphs.
2.2. Other Models
The model described above is called the ‘‘`-delay model’’ in wAG88x, and
the ‘‘fail-stop model’’ in wAM88x. As mentioned in the introduction, we
deal with networks that frequently change their topology. In such dynamic
networks, links may fail and recover many times Žyet processors never fail.
wAAG87x, and each failure or recovery of a network link is eventually
reported at both its endpoints by some underlying link protocol. It is not
hard to see that any problem defined in the context of the dynamic-network model can be reduced to the same problem defined in the context of
the fail-stop networks model. Given a network under the dynamic model,
and an algorithm for networks of the fail-stop model, one can apply the
given algorithm as follows: a message to be forwarded on a link is stored in
a buffer, which is manipulated by a lower-level protocol that leaves the
message in the buffer until all previous messages have been delivered, and
until the link recovers , if it is down. A protocol similar to the data-link
initialization protocol wBS88x is used to guarantee that no message is lost
or duplicated. Any link in the dynamic network that fails and never
recovers for a long enough period to allow the delivery of a message is
represented by a nonviable link in the fail-stop model; each link that
eventually recovers for such a long enough period of time is represented
by a viable link. Any two nodes that are eventually connected in the
dynamic network model are eventually connected in the fail-stop model.
2.3. The End-to-End Problem
The purpose of the end-to-end communication protocol is to establish a
Ždirected. ‘‘virtual link’’ to be used for the delivery of data inserted from
the environment to one distinguished processor, called the sender and
usually denoted by S, to a second distinguished processor, called the
receiver and usually denoted by R, that in turn will extract them to its
environment. It is required that this virtual link be viable if the sender is
eventually connected to the receiver. This virtual link should have the
same properties as a ‘‘regular’’ network line, namely
Safety: The sequence of data items output by the receiver is a prefix of
the sequence of data items input by the sender.
Li¨ eness: If the sender is eventually connected to the receiver, then
each data item input by the sender is eventually output by the receiver.
An algorithm for the end-to-end communication problem generates a
sequence of input events of data items at the sender and a sequence of
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receive events of data items at the receiver, that obey the safety and
liveness properties.
2.4. The Complexity Measures
We consider the following complexity measures:
Message: The total number of messages sent in the worst case in the
period of time between two successive data item output events at the
receiver.
Communication: The total number of bits sent in the worst case in the
period of time between two successive data item output events at the
receiver.
Space: The maximum amount of space per incident link, measured in
bits, required by a node’s program throughout the protocol.
DEFINITION 1. A protocol is bounded if its communication and space
complexities are independent of the number of data items, depending only
on the size of the network and the size of a data item.
DEFINITION 2. A protocol is polynomial if its communication and space
complexities are upper-bounded by polynomials of the size of the network.
We would like to stress the fact that being able to send Žreceive. an
infinite number of messages does not require either the sender or the
receiver to have infinite space. A single buffer at the sender Žreceiver.
suffices in order to store the next data item to be transmitted. The precise
formulation of this ‘‘interactive’’ statement of the problem can be found in
wLMF88x.

3. INFORMAL DESCRIPTION
In this section, we informally describe the slide protocol, and then
describe three end-to-end communication protocols that use it as a building block. The formal presentation of these protocols, their proof of
correctness and their analysis follow in the next section.
3.1. The Slide Protocol
The purpose of the slide protocol is to deliver messages from a sender to
a receiver over an unreliable network. We refer to these messages as
tokens, since for the purpose of the slide protocol we are indifferent to the
contents of the messages. In the slide protocol one designated processor,
the sender, inputs tokens Žmessages. into the network. The sender can be
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in either of two states, enabled, or disabled, and it may insert new tokens
into the network only if it is enabled. A second designated processor, the
receiver, outputs the tokens from the network. Tokens are neither lost nor
duplicated in the network, and the total number of tokens in it at any
given time is bounded. If the sender and the receiver are eventually
connected, then eventually the sender is in the enabled state, that is, the
insertion of a new token into the network is possible. The order in which
the tokens are output by the receiver is, however, not necessarily that in
which they were input by the sender. More formally, if the sender and the
receiver are eventually connected, then the slide protocol establishes
between them a non-FIFO, bounded-capacity virtual communication link
that does not lost or duplicate messages.
The slide protocol is based on the storing and forwarding of tokens
between the processors of the network. Each undirected link is viewed as a
pair of directed antiparallel links. Each processor maintains for each
incident incoming link an array of slots numbered 1 through n. We regard
the elements of the array as ordered in increasing order of levels. Each
slot has room for one token, and each array is used to store tokens arriving
on the link associated with it; tokens from an array can be sent over any
outgoing link. The key to the protocol is the condition that a token be sent
from any slot i at processor ¨ to slot j at the Ž ¨ , u. array at processor u,
only if j - i. To this end, the processors maintain for each outgoing link a
variable holding an upper bound on the lowest numbered slot available at
the outer side of the link. The tokens are sent from slots with a number
higher than the bound, and thus are guaranteed to conform to the above
condition. Every time a token is removed from an array, a signal to this
effect is sent over the incoming link associated with the array. Since the
only source of tokens for a specific array is the processor on the other end
of its associated link, the bound can be maintained by incrementing it
every time a token is sent over the link, and decrementing it every time a
signal is received over the link. Thus the bound is never smaller than the
number of tokens in the array on the other side of the link plus the
number of tokens in transit over the link. As the links obey the FIFO rule,
the above mentioned variable is at any time t an upper bound for the
lowest numbered slot that is available in the receiving processor upon the
arrival of a token that is sent at time t.
New tokens enter the network only at the sender and to a special slot at
level n. The receiver has always a vacant slot of level 1, and removes and
outputs any token it receives.1 If the sender and the receiver are eventually connected, then eventually the special slot at the sender is vacant. The
1

We remark that every node but the receiver, slots of level 1 are redundant, as a token
cannot be sent from such slots.
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tokens travel in the network from the sender to the receiver, sliding from
higher numbered slots to lower numbered slots as they advance from link
to link. Therefore, each token can make at most n hops in the network.
Since the protocol maintains for each link 2 n slots, and Žas we prove in the
sequel. this also bounds the total number, per link, of tokens in slots plus
tokens in transit at any given time, the total number of tokens in the
network at any given time is at most 2 nm. This is the capacity of the slide
protocol, denoted C . In Lemma 4 we show that we can replace the
assumption that link capacity is O Ž n. by an assumption that link capacity is
O Ž1., by maintaining a 2 n messages buffer of outstanding messages for
each link.
3.2. The Majority Algorithm
We construct a simple end-to-end communication algorithm by operating the slide from the sender processor S to the receiver processor R. To
send a data item to R, processor S sends consecutively 2 ? C q 1 duplicates of the data item to R using the slide. To output the first data item, R
waits for C q 1 data items and outputs one of them, and for each
subsequent data item R waits for the next 2 ? C q 1 data items, takes the
majority of the values received, and outputs this value. This is similar to
the protocol of wAAFq 90x. Since S sends 2 ? C q 1 duplicates of each data
item and the slide can delay only up to C data items, the receiver is
ensured of receiving enough data items to allow the output of the next
data item.
3.3. The Labels Algorithm
In the labels algorithm, each data item is marked with a unique label,
enabling the receiver to distinguish between a new data item that has yet
to be output and an old item that has already been output. The protocol is
thus data-oblivious in that it does not use the data itself for the control of
the protocol. The labels are not ‘‘sequence numbers,’’ since they need not
define an order on the items. Since the slide protocol has a bounded token
capacity, one can design an algorithm requiring only a bounded range of
labels by devising a technique allowing the sender to know which labels it
can reuse. We do so in the following way.
Given a designated sender Ž S . and receiver Ž R . of an end-to-end
communication problem, we operate two slide protocols, one from S to R
and another from R to S. The slide operated from R to S is used by R to
return to S tokens it received.
Let C s O Ž nm. denote the maximum number of tokens that a single
slide protocol can delay. Let L denote a set of O Ž nm. labels, and at any
point in time, let free ] L be a variable holding the subset of L from
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which S can take a label to mark a new data item since the label does not
appear in any token in the network. Initially, free ] L s L .
Processor R keeps for each label an indicator saying whether R may
accept a new data item with this label or not; initially, R may accept a data
item with any label. Whenever S wishes to send a data item to R, it
extracts a label l from free ] L and starts sending tokens of the form
Ž l, data item. to R. S stops sending these tokens either when the first such
token is received back from R, or after C q 1 such token are sent. Any
token that arrives at R is returned to S using the R-to-S slide protocol.
Before returning the token, R processes the token as follows. If the status
of the label appearing in the token is acceptable, it outputs the receives
data item and sets the status of that label to not acceptable: otherwise
Žif the status of the label is not acceptable. it ignores the token since
the received data item has already been output. Processor S counts, for
each label, the number of tokens it sends and the number of tokens it
received back from R. If and when all the tokens containing a certain label
arrive back, S can use the label again for transmitting future data items.
Before doing so, S must inform R that it should again set the status of the
label to acceptable. This is done by ‘‘reset’’ messages sent to R. In
order not to increase the complexity of the algorithm by adding the ‘‘reset’’
messages and in order to avoid deadlocks, a ‘‘reset’’ message is ‘‘piggybacked’’ on the tokens sent to R. To this end, upon the receipt by S of the
last token having label l, l is added to a set of ‘‘pending reset’’ labels. To
each data item sent, S adds a ‘‘reset’’ message for a label from the
‘‘pending reset’’ set Žif the set is not empty.. When R receives a token
contains a ‘‘reset’’ message for l, it sets l to the acceptable status. If
and when S received back all the tokens containing a ‘‘reset’’ message for
a certain label l, S concludes that l is in the acceptable state at R, and
that the S-to-R slide is ‘‘clean’’ of tokens carrying either a data item
labeled by l, or a reset message for l. Therefore, l can be safely returned
to free ] L for future use by S.
Since the capacity of each slide is bounded by C , no more than C q 1
tokens have to be sent by S before at least one reaches R and the data
item is output. The algorithm is technically designed so that to ensure that
at any time the number of tokens stored in R Žbefore being returned to S .
is bounded. Together with the fact that each slide can delay up to C
token, this implies that a set of 6 ? C q 3 labels allows the algorithm to run
without deadlocks Žsee Section 4.3..
3.4. The Data Dispersal Algorithm
We now show an algorithm that achieves O Ž nD . bit communication
complexity for the cases in which the data items are large with respect to
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the size of the network Žhaving size of V Ž nm log n. bits.. The same
algorithm can also be used for smaller data items if the sender is allowed
to lump together several data items and transmit them together.
Recall that the slide protocol allows only a finite number of packets to
be delayed in the network. Based on this property, we are able to combine
the slide protocol with Rabin’s Information Dispersal Algorithm wRab89x
to achieve the O Ž nD . bit complexity. The general idea is that the sender
splits the data item into packets using the Information Dispersal Algorithm ŽIDA. and sends them to the receiver using slide. As the IDA allows
the construction of the full data item from only a subset of these packets,
the protocol can tolerate the loss of the finite number of packets that can
be delayed in the network during the execution of slide. In addition, the
total size of the packets in any group from which the data item can be
constructed is not larger than the size of the data item itself; therefore we
build an efficient algorithm with O Ž nD . bit communication complexity.
More specifically, the sender creates, using the IDA, 2 ? C q 1 packets,
each of size O Ž DrŽ C q 1.. bits, where D is the size of the data item. The
sender sends each of these packets to the receiver, each one along with its
serial number as required by the IDA. This allows the receiver to construct
the full data item from only C q 1 packets. The sender sends the 2 ? C q 1
packets and, since at most C packets can be delayed, the receiver will
receive enough packets to reconstruct the data item. The only difficulty
left is to make sure that the receiver does not use old delayed packets to
reconstruct data items subsequently sent. To overcome this difficulty, the
sender selects for each data item a label and adds it to all the packets of
the data item. The receiver outputs the first data item after calculating it
from the first C q 1 packets it receives; for each subsequent data item it
waits for another 2 ? C q 1 packets, checks which label has the majority
among the labels in the packets, and uses only the packets having this
label; this is similar to the Majority Algorithm. For each new data item the
sender must use a label that is not present in the network. Therefore, as in
the Labels Algorithm, the receiver sends back to the sender every packet it
receives through another slide operated in the opposite direction. Thus the
sender always knows which labels are present in the network. As the
capacity of each slide is bounded by C , 2 ? C q 1 different labels suffice.
The bit communication complexity of the Data Dispersal Algorithm is
O Ž nD . bits per data item if it is applied to large enough data items. As
each packet is sent with a serial number of size O Žlog mn. s O Žlog n. bits,
the size of a data item that yields this complexity should be V Ž nm log n.
bits. If the algorithm is applied to a smaller data items, it achieves an
amortized bit communication complexity of O Ž nD . bits, by combining
several data items together.
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4. FORMAL DESCRIPTION AND PROOFS
In this section, we formally state the code of the slide, the Majority, the
Labels and the Data Dispersal Algorithms, prove their correctness, and
analyze their complexities. The presentation of the code is based on the
language of guarded commands of Dijkstra wDF88x where the code of each
process is of the form
Select G1 ª A1 IG 2 ª A 2 I ??? Gl ª A l End Select.
The code is executed by repeatedly selecting an arbitrary i from all guards
Gi that are true and executing A i . A guard Gi is a conjunction of
predicates.
The predicate Receive M is true when a message M is available to be
received. If the statements associated with this predicate are executed,
then prior to this execution the message M is received. The message may
contain some values that are assigned, upon its receipt, to variables states
in the Receive predicate Že.g., Receive TOKENŽdata...
Throughout the proofs we assume a global time, unknown to the nodes,
and we denote the value of variables in a node at a given time by a
subscript of the node and a superscript of the time Že.g., X¨ t ..
4.1. The Slide Protocol
The protocol, given in Fig. 1, uses two types of messages: TOKEN
messages that are used to transfer the tokens themselves, and
TOKEN LEFT messages that are used as signals to inform the other side
of the link that a token from the array associated with it was removed from
the array.
Each node has associated with each incoming link an array of n slots
ordered in levels from 1 to n. Each of these slots is used to store a single
token arriving on the respective incoming link. In addition, each node
maintains for each outgoing link a variable called bound, which is an upper
bound on the number of tokens in the array on the other end of the link
plus the number of tokens on the link plus 1. Thus, bound is an upper
bound on the height of the slot available for a token if it is sent. This
bound is maintained by initializing it to 1, incrementing it by 1 every time a
token is sent over the outgoing link, and decrementing it by 1 every time a
TOKEN LEFT message is received over the corresponding incoming link.
Whenever there is a token stored in a slot with a higher number than the
bound of some outgoing link, the token is removed from the slot and sent
over the link.
The differences between the sender and an ordinary node are due to the
fact that the sender is the node that inputs new tokens to the network.
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FIG. 1. The slide. Ža. Ordinary node’s code. Žb. Additions for the sender Žsender code is a
and b.. Žc. Receiver’s code.

Therefore it has an additional ‘‘special array’’ into which tokens are input
from an external process. These tokens are input into slot number n of the
‘‘special array.’’ Like all other arrays, tokens from this array can be sent
over any link.
The receiver outputs any token it receives and never sends tokens.
4.1.1. Correctness Proof of the Slide Protocol
In this section we prove
THEOREM 4.1. The slide protocol satisfies the following four properties:
P 1. For each token, the total number of times it is sent o¨ er a link, is at
most n. ŽWe say that each time a token is sent it is passed o¨ er a link, and
that it performs a hop in the network ..
P 2. At any time t, the number of tokens in the network is bounded by
2 nm. Ž C s 2 nm..
P 3. In any time inter¨ al in which new new tokens are inserted into the
network, at most O Ž n2 m q new ? n. token-passes can occur.
P 4. If the sender and the recei¨ er are e¨ entually connected, the sender
will e¨ entually input a new token.
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Proof. We start with several definitions. The definition are used to
count the number of different messages on a given link at a given time.
DEFINITION 3. Let tokens tu ª ¨ be the number of TOKENs in transit
from u to ¨ at time t. Let signals tuª ¨ be the number of TOKEN LEFT
messages in transit from u to ¨ at time t.
LEMMA 1.

At any time t and for any e s Ž u, ¨ .,

t
t
bound w e x u y 1 s top w e x ¨ q tokensuª
¨ q signals¨ ª u .
t

t

Proof. Upon initialization, the invariant holds, since the boundw e x variables are initialized to 1, the topw e x variables are initialized to 0, and no
message is in transit in the network. By induction on the events that
change any of the values participating in the invariant we can show that it
holds for any t. There are four events to be considered: send and receive
events of TOKEN messages from u to ¨ and send and receive events of
TOKEN LEFT messages from ¨ to u. Consider the first case, a send
event of a TOKEN message from u to ¨ : boundw e x u is incremented by 1,
but so is tokens u ª ¨ . The other three cases are proved similarly.
The next lemma gives the main intuition for the progress in the
protocol.
LEMMA 2. If a token from slot i at node u is sent to node ¨ and is stored
there at slot j, then j - i.
Proof. Let t be the time just before the tokens is sent from u, and t9
the time just before it is received at ¨ . Denote by e the link between ¨ and
u, by new slot the slot number in which the token is stored in ¨ , and by
old slot the slot number where it was stored in u.
Because top is incremented only when tokens arrive on the link, and
because the links are FIFO, we have:
t9

t
top w e x ¨ F top w e x ¨ q tokensuª
¨.
t

By Lemma 1,
t9

top w e x ¨ q 1 F bound w e x ¨ .
t

By the code old slot ) bound w e x tu and new slot s topw e x¨t 9 q 1, hence
old slot ) new slot.
Since new tokens enter the network into slot n, this proves property
Ž P 1. of the slide. Since all the tokens in the network are either stored in
the arrays or in transit over links, the following lemma proves property
Ž P 2..
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At any time t and for any e s Ž u, ¨ .,
top w e x ¨ q tokensut ª ¨ F n.
t

Proof. By Lemma 1 topw e x ¨t q tokens ut ª ¨ F boundw e x tu y 1. For
boundw e x to be strictly greater than n, a token must be sent over e when
boundedw e x s n. By the code, this token must be stored in level G n q 1.
By Lemma 2, and since new tokens enter the network into level n slots,
such a token cannot exist. Thus for any t boundw e x tu F n.
We can now also prove properties Ž P 3. and Ž P 4.. We start by proving
property Ž P 3.. By property Ž P 2. the total number of tokens in the
network at the beginning of the time interval is O Ž nm.. By Property Ž P 1.
each can make up to n hops in the network, thus contributing up to
O Ž n2 m. token passes. Any token from the new new tokens can also make
up to n hops.
The rest of the proof is devoted for proving property Ž P 4.. By way of
contradiction assume that t is the last time at which the sender inputs a
token.
As a result of property Ž P 3. and as there is only one TOKEN LEFT
message per token pass, there is a time t9 G t after which no TOKEN or
TOKEN LEFT messages are sent. As S and R are eventually connected,
there is a path R s ¨ 0 , ¨ 1 , . . . , ¨ ky1 , ¨ k s S, k - n, such that for each
0 F i F k y 1, e s Ž ¨ i , ¨ iq1 . is viable, hence there is a time t0 G t9 by
which all messages between ¨ i and ¨ iq1 , in both directions, are delivered.
By induction on the length of the viable path from ¨ i to R, we will show
that ¨ i cannot have a token in a slot at level strictly greater than i after
time t0.
The receiver, ¨ 0 , has no tokens stored at all. Denote by e the Ž ¨ iy1 , ¨ i .
link Ž i G 1., and assume the inductive hypothesis that ¨ iy1 has no token
stored at level strictly greater than i y 1. Since at t0 all messages between
¨ iy1 and ¨ i have arrived, by Lemma 1 and the inductive assumption
bound w e x¨t 0i F i. As t0 G t9, no token is sent after t0, but according to the
code this can happen only if ¨ i has no tokens in slots of level i q 1 or
more, proving the induction step.
Thus slot n at S is vacant, and S will enable the input of a new token,
contradicting the assumption.
The following lemma shows that our protocol applies in the model
where links have constant capacity by having an O Ž n. space buffer at the
tail of each link and sending every message only after receiving an
acknowledgment for the previous one. As the space complexity of the
protocol is already O Ž n. per link Žsee below., this change does not affect
any of the complexity measures.
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LEMMA 4. At any time t, there are at most 2 n messages in transit in each
direction on any link.
Proof. By Lemma 1, for any e, e s Ž u, ¨ ., and any time t
tokensut ª ¨ F bound w e x u y 1, and signals¨t ª u F bound w e x u y 1.
t

t

By the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3, boundw e x tu F n, for
t
t
any t. Hence tokensuª
¨ F n and signals¨ ª u F n.
The same arguments hold for the opposite directions; thus on any link at
any time there are at most n TOKEN messages and n TOKEN LEFT
messages in each direction.
4.1.2. The Complexity of the Slide Protocol
LEMMA 5. The number of messages sent by the slide protocol in any time
inter¨ al where new new tokens are input by the sender is bounded by
O Ž n2 m q new ? n..
Proof. The only message in the protocol are TOKEN messages and
TOKEN LEFT messages, and there is exactly one TOKEN LEFT message per TOKEN message. The lemma thus follows from Property Ž P 3..
COROLLARY 6 ŽCommunication Complexity.. The number of bits sent by
the slide protocol in any time inter¨ al where new new tokens are input by the
sender is bounded by O ŽŽ n2 m q new ? n. D ., where D is the maximal number
of bits in a token.
The following claim follows from the code of the protocol and its
correctness.
Claim 6 ŽSpace Complexity.. The space required at each node is
nD q 2 log n bits per incident link, where D is the maximal number of bits
in a token. ŽIf links have constant capacity then it is 2 nD q n q 4 log n..
4.2. The Majority Algorithm
The algorithm is informally described in Section 3.2, and its code is
given in Figs. 2 and 3.
The Majority Algorithm uses the slide protocol, given in Section 4.1, as a
lower-level building block. The sender and the receiver of the Majority
Algorithm communicate using this protocol: each token to be sent by the
sender of the Majority Algorithm is input by the sender of the slide, and
upon the arrival of a token to the receiver of the slide, it is output by this
receiver and recei¨ ed by the receiver of the Majority Algorithm.
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FIG. 2. The Majority Algorithm. Ža. Receiver’s code; Žb. sender’s code.

4.2.1. Correctness Proof of the Majority Algorithm
In this section we prove the Safety and Liveness properties of the
Majority Algorithm.
THEOREM 4.2 ŽSafety..
the input of the sender.

At any time the output of the recei¨ er is a prefix of

Proof. We denote by I s Ž I1 , I2 , . . . . and by O s Ž O1 , O 2 , . . . . the
input to the sender and the output of the receiver, respectively. Denote by
t i , i ) 0, the time at which Oi is output.
To prove the theorem, we claim that the majority of the tokens received
by the receiver in the interval of time Ž t iy1 , t i x carry data item Ii . First
we show that no token that carries Ik , k ) i, would have been received
before t i .

FIG. 3. The Majority Algorithm.
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The following definitions are used to count the number of tokens in the
system.
DEFINITION 4. Let inŽ t, t 9x be the number of tokens input by the sender
to the slide in interval of time Ž t, t9x. Let out Ž t, t 9x be the number of tokens
received by the receiver from the slide in the interval of time Ž t, t9x.
Denote by t 0 some time before the beginning of the execution of the
algorithm.
DEFINITION 5. delay t s inŽ t 0 , t x y out Ž t 0 , t x Žthe number of tokens delayed
by the slide at time t ..
By the code, the total number of tokens that have been received by the
receiver by time t i is
out Ž t 0 , t i x s C q 1 q Ž i y 1 . Ž 2 ? C q 1 . .
Since the network capacity of C , the total number of tokens sent by the
sender at any time t is at most C more than the total received by the
receiver at the same time, t. Thus,
inŽ t 0 , t i x F i Ž 2 ? C q 1 .

Ž 1.

Therefore, no token carrying Ik , k ) i, can be sent by the sender before t i .
Hence, no such token can be received by the receiver at t, t - t i .
We claim that no more than C tokens containing data item Ik , k - i,
may be received in the interval of time Ž t iy1 , t i x. This, together with the
fact that no token carrying Ik , k ) i, can arrive at time t - t i , completes
the proof of the safety property because it implies that the 2 ? C q 1
tokens received in Ž t iy1 , t i x at least C q 1 carry data item Ii .
To prove the claim, we distinguish between two sets of tokens, those that
carry data items Ik , k - i, which we call old, and all other tokens. We have
already proved that all the tokens received by t iy1 are old and that the
total number of such tokens received by the receiver by t iy1 is Ž2 ? C q
1.Ž i y 1. y C . Since the total number of old tokens ever sent by the
sender is Ž2 ? C q 1.Ž i y 1., at most C may be received by the receiver in
the interval of time Ž t iy1 , t i x.
THEOREM 4.3 ŽLiveness.. If the sender and the recei¨ er are e¨ entually
connected, then the recei¨ er e¨ entually outputs any data item gi¨ en to the
sender.
Proof. If the sender inputs the ith data item, then it tries to send
iŽ2 ? C q 1. tokens Žcounted over the whole run.. As the sender and the
receiver are eventually connected, by Property Ž P 4. of the slide all the
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tokens are eventually input by the slide. Since the slide can delay at most
C tokens, the receiver will eventually receive iŽ2 ? C q 1. y C tokens, and
thus output the ith data item.
4.2.2. The Complexity of the Majority Algorithm
LEMMA 8. The message complexity of the majority algorithm is O Ž n2 m.
messages.
Proof. Clearly in Ž t iy1 , t i x the receiver receives 2 ? C q 1 tokens. Since
the slide can hold at most C tokens, at most 3 ? C q 1 tokens are sent by
the sender in Ž t iy1 , t i x. As C s O Ž nm., the lemma follows from Lemma 5.
Since every bit in this algorithm is duplicated O Ž n2 m. times, we establish the following corollary.
COROLLARY 9 ŽCommunication Complexity.. The bit communication
complexity of the majority algorithm is O Ž n2 mD . bits, where D is the size in
bits of a data item.
LEMMA 10 ŽSpace Complexity.. The space complexity of any node except
the recei¨ er is O Ž nD . bits and O Ž nmD . bits for the recei¨ er, where D is the
size in bits of a data item.
Proof. Each token sent in the Majority Algorithm consists of D bits.
Combining that with the space complexity of the slide results in space
complexity of O Ž nD . for the Majority Algorithm for any node except the
receiver. The receiver requires in addition O Ž nmD . bits.
4.3. The Labels Algorithm
The algorithm is informally described in Section 3.3, and the code of the
algorithm is given in Fig. 4. In the algorithm we use two slide protocols
between the sender and the receiver, operating in opposing directions. In
the code we use the subscripts S ª R and R ª S to denote operation
with respect to the slide from the sender to the receiver and the slide from
the receiver to the sender, respectively. Similarly to the Majority Algorithm, the slide is a lower-level building block used by the Labels Algorithm. Tokens to be sent by the Labels Algorithm are input by the sender
of the corresponding slide protocol, and upon their arrival to the corresponding receiver, they are output by it, and recei¨ ed by the process of
the Labels Algorithm.
Each token sent from S to R consists of three fields: a label, marking
the token: a data item; and a piggy-backed reset-label. The set L is a set
of 6 ? C q 3 labels, where C is the capacity of a single slide. Each token
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FIG. 4. The Labels Algorithm. Ža. Sender’s code; Žb. receiver’s code.

received by R is stored in a buffer before being returned to R. As the two
slide protocols may operate at different paces, many tokens may be stored
in the buffer. Therefore, we use at S at variable missing that counts the
number of tokens that were sent but not returns yet. By delaying the input
of a new data item until missing F 2 ? C , we can limit the number of
tokens stored at R. The array count counts for each label l how many
tokens labeled by l are currently in the network. The function
extractŽ set . extracts an arbitrary element from set. If set is empty, the
function returns null.
4.3.1. Correctness Proof of the Labels Algorithm
In this section we prove the Liveness and Safety properties of the Labels
Algorithm.
The ‘‘life-cycle’’ of each label, as viewed by the sender, consists of four
periods of time. First the labels is in free ] L , second it is removed from
free ] L to label tokens into the network, third it is pending reset, and then
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it is piggy-backed to tokens in order to be reset at the receiver. After all
tokens resetting a label return to S, the label is returned to free ] L to
start a new ‘‘life-cycle.’’ We define subsets of the labels, corresponding to
the sets of labels that are in each of the above mentioned periods in the
‘‘life-cycle’’ of a label.
DEFINITION 6. Let sending t be the set of labels that at time t are used
to label tokens that are either delayed by any of the two slide protocols or
are in the receiver’s send buffer. Let pending rest t be the set of labels
that at time t are in the set labels to reset of the sender. Let resetting t be
the set of labels that at time t are piggy-backed on tokens that are either
by any of the two slide protocols or in the receiver’s send buffer.
Claim 11. At the sender, at any time t, missing t F 3 ? C .
Proof. The variable missing is incremented when a token is sent by the
sender. By the code, at most C q 1 tokens are sent between any two input
events at the sender. The input event at the sender can occur only when
missing F 2 ? C . Therefore, for any time t missing F 3 ? C q 1.
Note that this implies that, at any time, send buffer at the receiver
stores at most 3 ? C q 1 tokens.
LEMMA 12.
1.
2.

At any time t,

< sending t < F 3 ? C q 1 and < resetting t < F 3 ? C q 1.
< sending t < q < pending reset t < F 3 ? C q 1.

Proof. Part 1 follows immediately from Claim 11. To prove part 2, note
that each time a label is added to sending, either pending reset is empty,
or a label is extracted from it. Therefore part 2 follows from part 1. To
formally prove it, assume by way of contradiction that t 0 is the earliest
time when < sending < q < pending reset < ) 3 ? C q 1. This means that, at t 0 ,
a label was added either to sending or to pending reset.
By the code, a label is added to pending reset if and only if at t 0 the last
token containing the label at the ‘‘sending’’ field arrived at S, which means
that the label is extracted at the same time from sending, contradicting the
assumption that t 0 is the earliest < sending < q < pending reset < ) 3 ? C q 1.
If the label is added to sending, then by the code, if at this time
pending reset is not empty, a label to be reset is sent with the tokens and
this label is extracted from pending reset, contradicting the assumption
that at t 0 the sum of the cardinalities increases.
Thus, pending reset must be empty at t 0 , therefore < sending < q
< pending reset < ) 3 ? C q 1 yields < sending < ) 3 ? C q 1, contradicting
part 1.
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LEMMA 13. If < L < G 6 ? C q 3, then free L is ne¨ er empty, Ž i.e., the
sender will always ha¨ e able to send with a new data item..
Proof. The lemma follows Lemma 12.
THEOREM 4.4 ŽLiveness.. If the sender and the recei¨ er are e¨ entually
connected, then any data item input by the sender is e¨ entually output by the
recei¨ er.
Proof. Let us first prove the following two lemmas
LEMMA 14. If the sender and the recei¨ er are e¨ entually connected, then
there is no deadlock at the sender Ž i.e., e¨ entually, missing F 2 ? C ..
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that there is a time t such that
for any t9 ) t, missing G 2 ? C q 1. By the code, the sender can send after
t at most C q 1 tokens; therefore there is a time t0, after which the
sender does not send any more tokens. Assume the sender has sent until
t0 k tokens Žcounted over the whole run.. As the slide can delay only up to
C tokens, the receiver has received by t0 at least k y C tokens. All these
tokens are added to send buffer. Since the sender and the receiver are
eventually connected by property Ž P 4. of the slide all these tokens are
eventually input by the R-to-S slide. As this slide can delay at most C
tokens as well, the sender will eventually receive at least k y 2 ? C tokens.
Therefore missing will eventually be F 2 ? C .
This implies that any data item available for input will eventually be
input by the sender. Clearly, at least one token with a copy of each data
item is received by the receiver. Thus it remains to prove that one copy of
each data item will be output. For this, we need the following.
LEMMA 15. Let acceptable t be the set of labels whose state is acceptable at time t in R. Then at any time, t, free ] L : acceptable t.
Proof. Clearly the invariant holds when the algorithm starts.
A label l is extracted from acceptable only when R receives a token with
l at the ‘‘labeling’’ field. Since at this time there is no token in the network
labeled with l, l cannot be in free ] L .
A label l is added to free ] L only when all tokens with the label at the
‘‘reset’’ field return to S. Assume this happens at time t. Since these
tokens return to S, they were received by R, setting l to the acceptable
status. Assume the last one was received by R at t9, t9 F t. But in the time
interval Ž t9, t x there is no token with l at the ‘‘labeling’’ field in the slide to
R. Therefore at t, l is in the acceptable status in R.
Thus, the label l used by the sender with a new data item at time t is in
the acceptable status at time t at the receiver. Furthermore, at t there is
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no other token in the network with label l in it. Thus, when the first copy
of a token with label l, after time t, arrives at the receiver, the receiver
outputs the new data item.
THEOREM 4.5 ŽSafety..
the input of the sender.

At any time the output of the recei¨ er is a prefix of

Proof. The liveness property implies that every data item that is input
at the sender is eventually output at the receiver. Next we claim that there
is no duplication in the sequence of data items output by the receiver. This
claim is proved by way of contradiction. Assume that data item Ii is output
twice by the receiver at time t 1 and t 2 . Thus at both times the receiver
received a token of the form Ž l, Ii , l9. and statusw l x was acceptable.
Since at t 1 statusw l x is set to not acceptable this implies that at some
time t9, t 1 - t9 - t 2 , a token of the form Ž), ), l . is received by R. At time
t not such tokens exist in the network Žsince l is extracted from free ] L .,
and any new such tokens can be created by the sender only after all tokens
of the form Ž l, Ii , ). have arrived to S. Therefore such token are created
only after t 2 , contradicting the fact that such token arrives at R at t9.
It remains to show that there is no reordering in the output sequence.
This follows from the fact that the sender sends the Ž i q 1.st data item
only after the ith data item has been output by the receiver.
4.3.2. The Complexity of the Labels Algorithm
LEMMA 16. The message complexity of the labels algorithm is O Ž n2 m..
This lemma follows from the properties of the slide and from the
bounded number of tokens input into each of the two slide protocols used,
as proved in the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 17. In any time inter¨ al between two consecuti¨ e output e¨ ents of
the recei¨ er at most O Ž nm. tokens are input to the S-to-R slide.
Proof. The lemma follows from the following two facts: Ž1. the maximum number of tokens that can be input to the slide between any two
consecutive inputs events is bounded by C q 1, and Ž2. any interval
between two consecutive output events overlap in time at most two
intervals between consecutive input events.
LEMMA 18. In any time inter¨ al between two consecuti¨ e output e¨ ents of
the recei¨ er, at most O Ž nm. tokens are input to the R-to-S slide.
Proof. Denote by OUTi and OUTiq1 the two output events that form
the time interval. The tokens that can be input to the R-to-S slide in this
time interval are the tokens in send buffer at OUTi , the tokens that are
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delayed by the S-to-R slide at OUTi , and the tokens sent by the sender in
the time interval Ž OUTi , OUTiq1 x.
By Claim 11 the number of tokens in send buffer is at most O Ž nm..
Slide can delay also at most O Ž nm. tokens at any time. By the previous
lemma the sender sends in this time interval at most O Ž nm. tokens.
Each token sent in the Labels algorithm consists of a data item plus a
label of size O Žlog n. bits. We thus get the following corollaries.
COROLLARY 18 ŽCommunication Complexity.. The bit communication
complexity of the labels algorithm is O Ž n2 mŽ D q log n.., where D is the
number of bits in a data item.
LEMMA 20 ŽSpace Complexity.. The space complexity of any node except
the recei¨ er and the sender is O Ž nD q n log n., where D is the size in bits of a
data item.
Proof. Each token sent in the Labels Algorithm consists of O Ž D q
log n. bits. Combining that with the space complexity of the slide, results
in space complexity in O Ž nD q n log n. for the Labels Algorithm.
Note that the space complexity of the sender and the receiver is
O Ž nm log n q D ..
4.4. The Data Dispersal Algorithm
The algorithm is informally described in Section 3.4, and the code of the
algorithm is given in Fig. 5. As in the Labels Algorithm, we use two
separate slide protocols, one from the sender to the receiver and another
in the opposite direction. We use the subscripts S ª R and R ª S the
same way as for the Labels Algorithm. The interaction between the slide
protocols and the processes of the present algorithm is the same as the
interaction stated for the Labels Algorithm.
Let L denotes a set of 2 ? C q 1 labels. The sender maintains for each
label l g L a counter, countw l x, that holds at any time the number of
tokens labeled l that are present in the network. The sender can, therefore, conclude at any time which labels are present in the network. The
function extractŽ set . extracts an arbitrary element from set.
Rabin’s Information Dispersal Algorithm wRab89x requires that the data
be represented as a sequence of numbers over the field Zp , where p is a
prime bigger than the number of packets to be created by the IDA. We
use the IDA to create 2 ? C q 1 packets; therefore we need a prime p,
such that p ) 4 nm q 1. Since m F n2 , any p such that p ) 4 n3 q 1
would do. In order to keep the size of the smallest data item to which the
Data Dispersal Algorithm can be applied as small as possible, we should
use the smallest p for which the above inequality holds. Since for any x
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FIG. 5. The Data Dispersal Algorithm. Ža. Sender’s code; Žb. receiver’s code; Žc. procedure check and output.

there is a prime q such that x F q F 2 x, there is always a prime that can
be represented in ulogŽ8 n3 q 2.v bits. Since each packet must contain at
least one full number over Zp , the size of the smallest data item to which
the Data Dispersal Algorithm can be applied in V Ž nm log n..
4.4.1. Correctness Proof of the Data Dispersal Algorithm
In this section we prove the Safety and Liveness Properties of the Data
dispersal Algorithm.
THEOREM 4.6 ŽSafety..
the input of the sender.

At any time the output of the recei¨ er is a prefix of

Proof. We denote by I s Ž I1 , I2 , . . . . and by O s Ž O1 , O 2 , . . . . the
input to the sender and the output of the receiver, respectively. Let t i be
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the time when the receiver outputs Oi , and denote by l i the label added to
the 2 ? C q 1 packets calculated by the IDA from Ii at the sender. By the
code, the tokens used at t i to calculate Oi at the receiver are the 2 ? C q 1
tokens received by it in the time interval Ž t iy1 , t i x. By the same arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, at least C q 1 of these tokens contain the
label l i ; thus the majority of labels will be l i , and the receiver will calculate
Oi from the tokens containing l i . Since at the time the sender extracts l i
from free ] L , there is no token containing it in the network, the receiver
will use at t i only packets calculated from Ii at the sender. As noted
before, the receiver has at least C q 1 such packets at t i , and the IDA will
correctly calculate Ii at t i . Thus Oi s Ii for any i.
The proof of the Liveness property requires the following technical
lemma.
LEMMA 21.

For any time t, missing F 4 ? C q 1.

The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 11.
Note that this also implies that the receiver never stores more than
4 ? C q 1 tokens in all its buffers.
THEOREM 4.7 ŽLiveness.. If the sender and the recei¨ er are e¨ entually
connected, then the recei¨ er will e¨ entually output any data item input by the
sender.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3.
4.4.2. The Complexity of the Data Dispersal Algorithm
LEMMA 22. The message complexity of the data dispersal algorithm is
O Ž n2 m. messages.
Proof. Denote by t i the time the ith data item is output at the receiver.
We use for the S-to-R slide the same notation as in Section 4.2.1.
out Ž t i , t iq 1 x s 2 ? C q 1 and for any t, 0 F delay t F C , thus C q 1 F inŽ t i , t iq 1 x
F 3 ? C q 1. By Property Ž P 2. of the slide C s O Ž nm. and applying this
to Lemma 5 yields a message complexity of O Ž n2 m. for the S-to-R slide.
The tokens that are input to R-to-S slide in the time interval Ž t i , t iq1 x
must be in tokens to return just after t i , since new tokens are added to
this set only at output events at the receiver. By Lemma 21, the receiver
stores at any time at most 4 ? C q 1 tokens. In the worst case all of them
are in tokens to return at t. Thus at most 4 ? C q 1 tokens are input to
the R-to-S slide in the time interval Ž t i , t iq1 x. Applying this to Property
Ž P 2. of the slide and the results of Lemma 5, we obtain a message
complexity of O Ž n2 m. for this slide..
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Combining the two slide protocols results in a message complexity of
O Ž n2 m. for the Data Dispersal Algorithm.
LEMMA 23 ŽCommunication Complexity.. The bit communication complexity of the data dispersal algorithm is O Ž nD . bits, where D is the size in bits
of a data item, if D s V Ž nm log n..
Proof. Each token sent in the Data Dispersal Algorithm consists of a
packet of size O Ž DrŽ C q 1.. bits, a label of size O Žlog n. bits, and a serial
number of size O Žlog n. bits. The message complexity of the algorithm is
O Ž n2 m., and half of the messages are of size O Ž DrŽ C q 1.. q log n. bits,
while the other half have constant size. The total number of bits sent
between any two consecutive output events at the receiver is, therefore,
O ŽŽ n2 m.Ž DrŽ C q 1. q log n.. s O Ž nD q n2 m log n.. For data items of
size V Ž nm log n. the bit complexity is thus O Ž nD ..
LEMMA 24 ŽSpace complexity.. The space complexity of any node except
the recei¨ er and the sender is O Ž Drm q n log n., where D is the size in bits of
a data item.
Proof. Each token sent in the algorithm is of size O Ž DrŽ C q 1. q
log n.. Combining that with the space complexity of the slide, results in
space complexity of O Ž nŽ DrŽ C q 1. q log n... Since C s 2 nm, the space
complexity is O Ž Drm q n log n..
Note that using the analysis of the IDA wRab89x the space complexity of
the sender and the receiver is O Ž n2 m2 log n..2

5. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces the slide protocol and uses it to provide the first
polynomial complexity end-to-end communication protocol in dynamic
networks. Since its initial publication wAGR92x, slide has been used as the
basis for several new algorithms, including the elegant self-stabilizing
protocols wAV91, APSV91, Var92x, a load-balancing scheme wAAMR93x,
and a multi-commodity flow algorithms wAL94, AL93x. We believe it will
find further applications in network protocol design as issues of availability
and fault-tolerance become more critical in distributed applications.
It was pointed out to us by Michael Saks wSak91x that based on the slide and the majority
mechanisms, for files of size at least V Ž n2 m2 log n. bits, one can build an O Ž nD . communication complexity file-transfer protocol without resorting to coding techniques such as the
IDA.
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